Task – 1
Questions

Ques1:- Strengths (+ve) and Weaknesses (-ve)?
Ans. Well, like all human being I have also some +ve and –ve points. My strengths
are I am hard workaholic, optimistic, punctual, religious and confident person. As far
as my weakness is concerned. I am not a health conscious person. I easily believe
on others and emotional too.
Ques2:- How you would like to overcome your weaknesses?
Ans. Well, in order to get rid from my weaknesses. These days I am trying to be
more practical. (For if you believe on others easily).
For health conscious: - These days I am trying to take/ have healthy diet.
For emotional: - I daily do the yoga.
Ques3:- Describe your locality?
Ans. I am living in a small village near Dhuri city. It’s a very peaceful area. People
are well educated. They always share their joys and sorrows together. They believe
in unity. They always ready to help each other because they have feeling of
brotherhood.
Ques4:- Describe your childhood?
Ans. Well, I used to be a very naughty child. I always used to create problem for my
parents & teachers. But everybody loved me.
Ques5:- How do you start your day?
Ans. Well, I get up early in the morning/ at the break of the day. After that I go to
strolling in the garden. After strolling I go to temple to pay obeisance. I plan my day
after having my breakfast.
Ques6:- Why do you want to go to abroad?
Ans. Well, I want to go abroad for my further/ higher study.
Ques7:- Are you not satisfied from you present qualification?
Ans. Well, I am quite satisfied, but I want to enhance / increase my knowledge and
for the sake of this I want to go to Australia.
Ques8:- What do you know about Australia?
Ans. As far my knowledge Australia is a hub of international study. Moreover, it is a
crime free country.
Ques9:- After completing your study will you come back or do a job over
there?
Ans. Certainly, I will come back to my country after completion my study. It is my
dream to serve my country.
Ques10:- How were you yesterday & today?
Ans. Yesterday, I was irresponsible & nor career conscious. I had no worries. But
now I have become career conscious & I know what my duties & responsibilities are.
Ques11:- Happiest moment of my life?
Ans. Well, I still remember, when I got 80% marks in my post graduate diploma in
computer application (P.G.D.C.A)

Ques12:- Strange moment of my life?
Ans. There was a poetry competition in my school when I was in 9 th standard. I was
not expecting my name because I was ill at that time. But when my teacher
announced my name. I got astonished.
Ques13:- What are the qualities/ responsibilities a citizen should have?
Ans. I would say a citizen should be honest & co-operative. He should believe in
unity and celebration. Moreover, he should always be ready to sacrifice his life for
the sake of his country.
Ques14:- What is important in National Flag?
Ans. National Flag is the reorganization of any nation. The national flag of my
country has three colours. First one is Saffron. It stands for Sacrifice. Second one is
white it stands for peace and last one is Green it stands for prosperity. There is an
Ashoka Chakra in the Centre of the Flag which has 24 spooks. It stands for
punctuality.
Ques15:- What is Global Warning?
Ans. When the temperature of the earth increases it produces warmness. This lead
to melting at the glaciers. It is said to be Global Warning.
Ques16:- Why we tell the children fairy tales?
Ans. Because fairy tales have positive ending, so it affects the children’s mind.
Moreover, children learn moral values also.
Ques17:- Any recent development in your town?
Ans. A fly over has been constructed. Moreover new industries are established their
business.
Ques18:- How you spend your weekdays & weekends?
Ans. (a) Weekdays: - Well being a student I remain busy in study from morning to
evening. After evening I sit with my family & share our view & thoughts.
(b) Weekends: - In weekend I feel relax. Sometimes I go with my family for
outing. Moreover I go to watch movie with my friends.
Ques19:- Difference between Internet and Intranet?
Ans. Well internet is a Global way of communication and Intranet is a local way of
communication.
Ques20:- Difference between E-Mail and Fax?
Ans. E-Mail:- With the help of E-Mail we can send long documents. Moreover it can
be saved.
Fax: - We can send documents of short length through fax but it cannot be
saved.
Ques21:- What is Globalization?
Ans. In the present era trade, education & technology is common across the world.
It’s called Globalization.

Ques22:- What is westernization?
Ans. A blend of western culture to the Indian culture in the form of cloths, education
& technology is called westernization.
Ques23:- What are merits & demerits of westernization?
Ans. Merits: - It make people aware and proud minded. It also increases the
people’s standard of living. Moreover it provides more job avenues (opportunities)
Demerits: - Because of westernization people are neglect their own culture &
traditions. Moreover it is also one of the main reason far generation gap.
Ques24:- What is Generation Gap?
Ans. Difference in the thinking of old and young people is called Generation Gap.
Ques25:- Causes of Global Warming?
Ans. I think two biggest major causes are deforestation and pollution that are
increasing the level of gases like carbon dioxide and methane.
Ques26:- What are effects of Global Warning?
Ans. The immediate effect of Global warming is rise in temperature, which is turn
(due to which) is causing problem like flood.
Ques27:- What is plastic money?
Ans. The use of money in the form of credit cards, ATM cards, debit cards etc. is
known as plastic money.
Ques28:- Use of Plastic Money?
Ans. Due to this facility, there is no need to carry cash with us. So it has made
handling of money quite easy and safe.
Ques29:- What is Brain Drain?
Ans. Migration of intelligent and education mind from one country to another is
known as Brain Drain.
Ques30:- Effect of Brain Drain?
Ans. Brain Drain is very harmful for that country whose intelligent and educated
manual power is migrating to other countries because after all every country need
good manual power for development.
Or
Due to Brain Drain the progress of country stops. It may possible unemployment
increase.
Ques31:- What is Training?
Ans. Specialized period of instruction when guidance is given by well qualified
trainers.
Ques32:- Importance of training?
Ans. Well, I think training is very important to enhance our qualities up to a skilled
level.

Ques33:- What do you think about the attitude of senior citizens for new
technology?
Ans. I think now days even senior are quite aware of the benefits of new technology.
They try their best to learn it however; sometimes they face some problems while
handling complex techniques.
Ques34- Is there any change as far as attitude of men & women about
technology is concerned?
Ans. No, I don’t think so because technology is something related to our education,
knowledge and Intelligence it has nothing to do with difference of male and female.
Ques35- Difference between toys of today & yesterday?
Ans. Earlier toys were simple & made up of materials like wood and mud. But now a
days, toys are made by machines. These are more complex and educated.
Ques36- Do you enjoy shopping?
Ans. I like shopping because I enjoyed it moreover for me. It is the best way of
relaxation from my busy schedule.
Ques37- Anything you don’t like about shopping?
Ans. I don’t like bargaining while shopping. Because it wastes lot of time.
Ques38- Explain your family?
Ans. I belong to a joint family. In my family there are 6 members including me. My
grandparents are eldest member of my family. My father is agriculturist and my
mother is house manager/ home
maker. We are two siblings. I have one
younger brother. He did 10+2 recently.
Ques39- Give merits & demerits of joint family and nuclear family?
Ans. Joint family: - Well, I think I joint family member of the family can share their
joys & sorrows with each other. Moreover there is unity & help at the time of
emergency. Talking about –v points I think there is lack of privacy in it.
Nuclear family: - About nuclear family I would to say that it has no problem of
privacy & misunderstanding with each other where as it has a –v point at occasions
the family members may feel lack of emotional help.
Ques40- Difference between parents of yesterday & today?
Ans. In early days, parents were not so well-educated. Moreover they used to
impose their decisions over their kids but now a days, parents are well-educated and
they behave like a friend and guide with their kids.
Ques41- How parents should behave with the teenagers?
Ans. Teenagers are very sensitive so they should be treated with love and
understanding. I think parents should guide them according to their problems and
interests.
Ques42- Do you enjoy traveling in group or alone?
Ans. I enjoy traveling in group because with this I can share my views ad thoughts
with others. It will increase my knowledge.

Ques43- why do you think people travel alone?
Ans. I think only those travels alone who don’t want any disturbance while traveling.
Such people might have interest to enjoy their time alone.
Ques44- What are the advantages of traveling?
Ans. Traveling gives us immense pleasure. Adding to, it also provide us knowledge,
it give mental relaxation and enjoyment.
Ques45- Advantages/ disadvantages of private and public transport?
Ans. Private Transport is beneficial/ useful at the time of emergency. We can use it
at any time for anywhere. Whereas it doesn’t provide us security and safety like the
public transport do. Moreover private transport is a cause of increasing pollution.

CONDITIONAL QUESTIONS
Ques46- Is you change one thing in your home town what it would be?
Ans. Of course, I would like to make my area greener. So that I can make healthy
environment.
Ques47- If you change something in yourself what it would be?
Ans. Of course, I would change my life style because I am planning to go to
Australia. There I will need it.
Ques48- If you get a chance t change something in the school where you
studied, what is would be?
Ans. Well, I would say in my school there are fewer activities for children. So I will
bring new activities. It will be helpful for the children to show their skill.

